Dating back to 1778, The Greenbrier is one of the world’s most famous and
elegant resorts in America. Photo credit: The Greenbrier

West Virginia’s Greenbrier Valley
Crossing through the Appalachians
in Southern West Virginia, you might
be lulled into thinking nothing but
flora and fauna inhabit this mountainous terrain. Yes, the landscape
lives up to its “wild and wonderful”
reputation, but tucked just beyond
the four-lane is a centuries-old American mainstay.
More than two hundred years of
history have defined the sprawling
Colonial Revival resort known as The
Greenbrier. In its earliest days, the
gentry of a newly liberated America were lured by the cool summer
breezes and restorative sulphur
waters that bubbled up from these
mountains.
Upon first sight, its stately grandeur
is unmistakable -- meticulously manicured gardens, elegant ballrooms,
sweeping staircases and lavishly distinctive décor. Southern traditions
such as afternoon tea, “Sunday best”
at dinner and tennis on the north
lawn -- albeit the western “lawn” to-

day -- are still an integral part of The
Greenbrier culture. It is a timeless
classic that maintains a high standard of elegance, catering to the expectations and creature comforts of
today’s traveler.
While the options are nearly endless
when planning time at The Greenbrier, it’s the epicurean dining experience that boasts the perfect pairing
to any grand event or casual retreat.
Eight restaurants and a team of chefs
offer their own style of rich Southern
fare to international cuisine -- local,
farm-to-fork freshness and everything in between.
Venture behind the scenes, and you’ll
find pleasing the palate is taken very
seriously in The Greenbrier kitchens.
For nearly 60 years, it’s been training
top chefs through its three-year Apprenticeship Program. Each student
is trained from top to bottom in all
things edible, instilling a passion for
the art of food making that flavors
every bite at The Greenbrier.

The Greenbrier was lavishly redecorated by Dorothy
Draper in the 1950’s – her style, color palate and
bold use of pattern still dominate the décor.
Photo credit: The Greenbrier

The Greenbrier’s garden fresh, heirloom
vegetables, herbs and a variety of lettuces are a
menu highlight at farm-to-table gatherings.
Photo credit: The Greenbrier
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With five championship courses including
the Old White TPC, golf is a favorite
pastime at The Greenbrier.
Photo credit: The Greenbrier
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Fresh-from-the-lime and made-fromscratch margaritas are a Del Sol specialty.
Photo credit: Josh Baldwin
Downtown Lewisburg.
Photo credit: Greenbrier County CVB
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Southern concoction in West Virginia’s
Greenbrier Valley. For an afternoon
outing that rolls well into dinner, it’s
worth the short drive -- as in 15 minutes
-- to historic downtown Lewisburg.
With its stylish, independent shops and
galleries, a melting pot of restaurants,
social mixers at the local pubs and live
performances most any night of the
Elegant galas are a regular occurrence week, Lewisburg embraces its twoat The Greenbrier, but those who prefer hundred-year history with a twentya more intimate setting will appreciate first-century groove.
an evening dine-around. This moveable
feast stops by five Greenbrier kitchens, Finding a place to unwind is easy, and
and since the menu is often a foray into Del Sol is a particular favorite among
the culinarian’s creative spirit, the key is downtown regulars. A not-so-traditional
Latin menu with such entrees as thinto be open to new tastes.
crust pizzas, tofu tacos and the recent
The Greenbrier and its host of options special -- fresh trout, chipotle garlic
is not the only place to find a unique mashed potatoes and collard greens,
As for special requests, Executive
Chef Skelding knows his team is
equipped to handle whatever comes
their way. “Our job is to find solutions
for our guests. We share photos, offer
culinary tours, tastings… and provide
the customization needed to execute
any kind of dining experience.”
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infuses main course staples with a
contemporary Spanish flare. However,
this artistic prowess doesn’t end in
the kitchen. Their made-from-scratch
margaritas and seasonally-inspired
craft cocktails have something of a cult
following.
Any way you slice it, the Greenbrier
Valley embodies all that is “wild and
wonderful” in West Virginia. The
rolling mountains and lush valleys
have been attracting visitors for
centuries; still inviting guests to
embrace the beauty of its landscape,
explore its unique story and indulge
in a meal with friends.

greenbrierwv.com

